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S A I L I N G
I N T O

INSPIRATION

SEN S ES T UNE D I N.
MIN D S OP E N.
OUR EYES ARE ON THE NEW COLLECTIONS FROM OUR FAVOURITE
SUPPLIERS ALONG WITH JAW DROPPING INSPIRATION,
AS WE GO SHOPPING IN MILANO DURING DESIGN WEEK.

T

he last two months have proved to be
highly productive and at the same time
superbly inspiring for ZANTOS.

While we are currently carrying out renovation works
for our clients’ villas and apartments in the south
of France, Design Week in Milano was an inspiring
short break away from the French Riviera. We
strolled down the endless halls of la Feria in Milano,
visiting our favourite suppliers and discovering new
ones.
We expored new concepts, textures, lighting,
furniture pieces, patterns and materials.
The exchange of experiences fill the air with
conversations where new ideas and collaborations
are born and a new landscape of design reveals
itself.
It is this inspiration that I want to pass onto my
clients as we create their new spaces together.
And in between all that, there is boating . . . let the
season begin!
Warmest regards,
Ernst Jan Zantingh
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IN F U LL

D ES I GN
W

e had a great time visiting our
favourite suppliers, some of whom
I have known for a long time such

as Linteloo, Meridiani, Point and Giorgetti. Their
dedication to design, quality and extraordinary
comfort continues to be a testament of
exceptional contemporary design in the industry.

INTRODUCING

S CA R L ET S P LE NDOU R

O

ne of the delightful surprises was meeting
Ashish Bajoria and Suman Kanodia from Scarlet
Splendour. Each piece in their collection is the

fruit of masterful craftsmanship and sculptural excellence
with each one expressing its own magical tale of artistry.
Instantly we were captivated by the elegant bold
presence that each of these furniture pieces transmits
to the space. Yet they are also brilliantly designed with
functional practicality.
We feel these luxurious pieces of furniture are perfect for
Monaco and the Cote d’Azur, particularly for those clients
who want to bring an exquisite breath of unique luxury to
their living spaces.
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